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For 10 years, European motor and touring
clubs together with the motor industry
and top performing road authorities
have supported EuroRAP in its progress to
measure the safety of road infrastructure
to a comparable international standard.
In 2009, our work in creating a system
now used in 50 countries worldwide received a prestigious
international award. France has been a rare omission from
our programme and I am very grateful to the European
touring clubs, and especially the fast growing French
Automobile Club, for supporting this first independent
inspection of the safety of French roads. The routes we
have chosen to start with will be of interest to the millions
annually who choose to holiday in la belle France.

For 125 years, the ANWB has helped
Dutch members travelling in France
by bike and by car. Every year 2.5
million of our countrymen travel to
France by car, many with caravans.
The vast majority of holidays provide
happy enduring family memories
exactly as they should. Even when things go wrong,
most commonly a vehicle breakdown, we can usually
help make sure for ANWB members that the problem
is only a passing inconvenience. The biggest major
risk our members face when abroad is a road crash.
Our surveys of members show clearly that they want
more information on the risks they face on the roads
in France. The Dutch government has pledged to
upgrade our national road network to a minimum 3-star
EuroRAP standard by 2020. This report makes a start in
allowing much greater understanding of the differing
risks Members face when away from home.

Thierry Willemarck, CEO
Touring Club of Belgium (TCB)
A holiday in the sun in France is
something a million Belgians look
forward to every year. Our Members
look to Touring to provide them with the
practical help they need in planning
and booking a wonderful break and to
provide the reassurance that, in an after
emergency we’re there to help tackle
problems of all kinds. Major disasters affecting many
people have happened over the decades and TCB has
been in the thick of providing relief. But mostly the major
problems we help Members with are the very personal
consequences of serious road crashes. Belgian roads are
becoming safer but there is much to learn and much to
do in every country to make road infrastructure safer. This
report extends the common language of international
safety rating into France and provides new insights for
everyone working to make roads safe.

Didier Bollecker, President
L’Automobile Club, Association
Française des Automobilistes (ACAFA)
Nine years after the launch of the
EuroRAP program, it is the first time
that the experts of this organization
have tested the safety of the French
roads. I’m grateful to my colleagues
to have conducted this test, to which
“L’Automobile Club” has contributed.
The look of our European neighbours surprised us
sometimes by its severity, but the exigency of those who
are so frequently using our roads is legitimate. With more
now than 500.000 members, our Club focuses more and
more on mobility and road safety and I hope to pursue
the work they started in order to check all our roads with
the objective to point at the necessary improvements.
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Sebastià Salvadó, President Royal
Automobile Club of Catalonia (RACC)
I was pleased to make our inspection
vehicle and staff available to carry
out these inspections in France. In the
last few years we have been part of
the team safety rating roads in many
countries in Europe and South America.
Like France, Spain has achieved rapid
improvements in safety performance in recent years
as we have become more systematic about how we
measure the success of what we d. EuroRAP’s safety
rating is now an integral part of the approach to safe
road design in Spain’s autonomous regions and central
government. It provides a common language which
our Members, our policy makers and our engineers can
all understand.

Lord Dubs, Chairman
Road Safety Foundation, UK
The British love to visit France. Millions
do so every year by car. Unlike other
mainland countries, arriving in France
by the ferry or by le shuttle from England
involves a challenge from the very
start - keeping to the right hand side
of the road. Simply driving around a
roundabout the “wrong way” can be an
unnerving experience for the novice driver in France.
Yet the main risks Britons face are the generally much
higher chances of death and serious injury in France
which they can reduce by always wearing seat belts
back and front, never drinking and driving and keeping
their speed well under control on 1- and 2-star roads.

About EuroRAP
The European Road Assessment Programme
(EuroRAP) is a not-for-profit organisation
dedicated to saving lives through safer roads.
EuroRAP is a membership organisation with members
from automobile and touring clubs, top performing
road authorities and researchers. The work of EuroRAP
is supported by the FIA Foundation, the motor industry,
leading governments and the European Commission.
For more information on EuroRAP, visit www.eurorap.org.
Road Assessment Programmes (RAP) are now active in
more than 50 countries throughout Europe, Asia Pacific,
North, Central and South America and Africa. For more
information visit www.irap.org
EuroRAP has received two Prince Michael International
Road Safety Awards. The first in 2004 for founding the
European programme. The second, in November 2009
at the first UN inter-ministerial conference on road
safety in Moscow, for founding the global International
Road Assessment Programme (iRAP).
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Summary

Summary


French road engineers
have much to be proud
of but France has a high
mileage of 1- and 2-star
roads that need a safety
makeover.

F

rance is a major touring destination. The sunshine, cuisine
and natural beauty of the countryside are a major draw for
tens of millions of visitors annually. For over 100 years, the touring
clubs have given assistance to their Members with travel advice
and arrangements - and helped sort out problems when things
occasionally go wrong.

There are five ‘silver bullets’ in road safety known to cut
casualties – action on seatbelt and helmet wearing; drink
driving; excessive speed; safely engineered vehicles; and
safely engineered roads. The death rates for sober, belted
drivers obeying the speed limit in 5-star EuroNCAP cars on
5-star EuroRAP roads are extremely low.

After vehicle breakdowns, road crashes top the list of problems
with which touring clubs deal. For decades, the annual summer
rush to the south of France was accompanied by media reports
at home and abroad of the horrific crashes. The casualty rate
on the old Route Nationale 7 was a symbol that journalists and
touring writers reported as though it were part of the French
way of life and death. Behind the media reports though lay a
reality that road casualties in France were very much higher
than several of her neighbours.

As traffic law and behaviour tightens so that seat belts,
alcohol and wilful speeding are dealt with, and the crash
safety of new cars soars thanks to manufacturers’ response to
the EuroNCAP crash tests, the focus in leading countries is on
the practical potential to save life from safe road design.

In 2002, the fight against ‘road violence’ was announced as a
Presidential priority. France began to apply effectively the road
safety policies which were long known to work in neighbouring
countries. Foreign travellers were amazed at the changed
behaviour - and regular visitors who adopted the old French
ways after crossing the border felt the new enforcement for
themselves.
The result was a dramatic fall in deaths of which the
policymakers who took France though this tipping point are
rightly proud. Tens of thousands have already been saved
from death and disabling injury. If you have travelled on
French roads since 2002, you may even be a victim who
never was.
But neighbouring countries also made progress during this
time. Major improvements in safety were also achieved in
Spain, Belgium and Italy who started with similar death rates.
The high performing countries continued to improve. The Swiss
adopted the philosophy of ‘vision zero’. The Dutch developed
‘sustainable safety’ and overtook Britain in achieving the safest
roads in the world. Today France’s death rate is over 50% higher
than three of its neighbours. Most of these deaths take place on
busy rural roads and these are the roads on which this report
focuses.
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This report provides the first independent review of the safety
of French road infrastructure. It shows the 1- and 2-star
roads where touring travellers need to be especially alert.
The report shows much that French road engineers should be
proud of – the consistency of safety achieved on autoroutes;
innovative safe layouts; motorcycle champions reviewing
safety through the eyes of those on two wheels; harmonious
roadside barrier designs in areas of outstanding natural
beauty; and the programme of lifesaving roundabouts.
But the report also shows that France as a large country has a
high mileage of 1- and 2-star roads that need a safety
makeover. It will still take major commitment over the next
decade if France is to join the top countries in road safety.

Over half a million
people have died in
road crashes in the EU
in the last decade.
Crashes cost more than
2% of European GDP
annually, some €160bn.
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Introduction

Introduction
A

round 20 million northern Europeans annually journey to France by car. There
have been many social changes over recent decades as the European
Union has developed. Visits to other countries have become more frequent
and short visits more common. As European industry has knitted together more
closely, working abroad has become more common.
Despite all the social changes the biggest reason for visiting France by far is still for
leisure. The two week family vacation in France is still the biggest holiday of the
year.
The majority of visitors drive to their French holiday destination even though
fly-drive and rail-drive has become more popular with lower cost flights and the
building of France’s high speed rail system. The family car transforms from its
usual role as local runabout in northern Europe to touring machine – the ideal
container for kids, buggies, buckets and spades and all the equipment without
which a vacation is no vacation at all. For the many who relish the outdoor
life that France can offer in summer, or who simply want to conserve the family
budget, the car is the ideal carry-all for those camping.
Many northern European families own caravans – over two million in the UK
alone own caravans, motor caravans or trailer tents. Many caravanners prefer
the control this gives them over when, where and for how long they stay. They
can avoid the hit and miss of lodging standards. Many modern caravans come
equipped with air conditioning and other facilities that make them simply the
most comfortable option for many.
As motorcycling has surged in popularity, especially the popularity of larger
bikes among the middle aged, so too has the popularity of touring France by
motorbike.
The Dutch may be the world’s most prolific cyclists but France, as home to the
Tour de France, can lay claim to be the spiritual home of cycling.
No-one should fear travelling in western Europe because of the risks on the
roads but typically we face risks on the roads around 10 times greater than any
other in our daily life. When travelling abroad, these risks can be considerably
higher. But we can take steps to understand those risks better. Surveys by
touring clubs reveal that many members would value more information. This
report contains the first ever independent inspections by Touring clubs to help
raise understanding the risks faced in one of their Members most popular touring
destinations.
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Crashes that kill
The risk of death and serious injury varies
widely on the roads of Europe. The risks
are lowest in those countries which were
the first to take systematic and effective
education and enforcement on seat
belt wearing and drink driving and who
pioneered the driving points system.
France has made substantial progress in
reducing death and injury on its roads
during the last decade.

“Silver Bullets”

The 5 key action areas to reduce road deaths are well known

Alcohol

Seat belts and helmets

Road safety engineering

Vehicle safety engineering

Excessive speed
7

How does France compare with its neighbours?

How does France
compare with its
neighbours?
OVERALL

I

n launching his campaign against road violence in 2002, French President Chirac compared France’s death rate with
higher performing countries like Great Britain. The chart below shows the latest available figures for France’s death rate
compared to neighbouring countries.
Despite the progress, the death rate per capita on French roads in 2008 was more than half as much again as in Britain and
Netherlands. The risk rates on French roads are comparable with those experienced in Britain and the Netherlands more
than 15 years ago. The French death rate is now significantly lower than Belgium and Italy.
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Per capita road crash deaths in 2008 for France and neighbouring countries

Fatality figures sourced from (IRTAD, 2008) and POP figures from CIA World factbook (CIA, 2008) Spanish
figures for fatalities (DGT 2008) and population (INE, 2008) provided by RACC

Seat Belts

Front seat belt wearing rate (%)

Seat belt wearing is a major determinant of road deaths. Just 10 years ago, French front belt seat wearing was below the
levels of its best performing neighbours. Today, French front seat belt wearing is among the best. It has increased to 97%.
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Seat belt wearing rate in the front seats for France and neighbouring countries - 2006
(Belgian data from 2005; rate for Spain/Switzerland accounts for driver only; Swiss data from 2003; Non comparable data for Italy)
SOURCE: (OECD/IRTAD, 2008)

However, while front seat belt wearing in France is relatively good, it is less so in the the rear of the vehicle (although it has
increased over time). The French rate at 82% is 10% less than Germany.
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Seat belt wearing rate in the rear seats for France and neighbouring countries - 2006
(Non comparable figures for Belguim/Italy; Spanish/Swiss data from 2003)
(OECD/IRTAD, 2008)
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How does France compare with neighbours?

Alcohol
In France, the legal blood alcohol limit for drivers of passenger cars is 50 mg per litre. In 80% of fatal accidents where alcohol was
a factor, drivers were over twice the limit (ETSC, 2009). European research generally shows drink drivers are much more likely to be
speeding and not wearing seat belts. For example, in Sweden, drink drivers account for half of the key violations.
France and Spain suffer a drink driving rate more than two and half times greater than neighbouring Switzerland, Germany and Britain.

Alcohol as factor in accidents (%)
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Alcohol as a factor in fatal accidents for France and neighbouring countries - 2006
(Spanish data from 2003; Netherlands data from 2009; non comparable data for Belgium; Data unavailable for Italy)
(OECD/IRTAD, 2008)
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Excessive speeding
The stories told by foreign motorists are supported by censuses. French average speeds have fallen following the introduction of
policies to enforce speed limits. The average speed at which motorists drive on the open road in France declined by more than
8km per hour between 2002 and 2006 to 82 kph. (Sécurité routiére, 2007)
The efforts in road safety improvements in France have mainly focused on enforcement with a new policy of “zero tolerance”
of speeding offences. The old system where local amnesties were common has been replaced. Today an automated speed
camera system relays details of offenders back to a central control office. The system has around 1,700 fixed cameras or 2.5 per
100,000 population. By way of comparison, the UK has 10 cameras per 100,000 people, 8 in the NL and 1.5 in Belgium.
But not all French drivers are reformed. Some 14% exceed the speed limit by more than 10kph (Sécurité routiére, 2007). In Britain,
the formal speed limit for open single carriageway roads at 60mph (97kph) is higher than the speed which most drivers choose as
right for the road: only 2% drive well beyond permitted speed. (DFT, 2008)

Vehicles exceeding speed limit (%)
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Vehicles exceeding the speed limit on rural single carriageway roads - 2006
(Belgian data from 2005; Netherlands data from 2009; Data unavailable for Spain/Italy/Germany) (OECD/IRTAD, 2008)

As elsewhere across Europe, France has a growing
population of motorcyclists. In southern Europe,
small engine affordable motorcyclist are growing
in popularity. In northern Europe, the ownership of
large machines has been fast growing in popularity
not least among men in middle age. Across
Europe, motorcycle deaths now account for 1 in 6
of all road deaths and 22% of all deaths in France.
The EuroRAP report Barriers to Change
commended French practice of establishing a
motorcycle champion in authorities to review the
safety of road infrastructure through the eyes of
those on two wheels.

Motorcyclist deaths per capita
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All road deaths and injury stats are taken from CARE, 2008. The per capita figures are
sourced from Eurostat and relate to the 2008 figures to match the road crash information.
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The touring driver

The touring
driver
F

or the Dutch and Belgians, France is the most
popular country to spend their holidays. For the
British, France is the second most popular overseas
destination after Spain but the most popular
destination to visit with the car. France has so much
to offer - cultural touring, beach holidays and winter
skiing – as well as the famous cuisine. No wonder that
90% of the French holiday in France.
The Dutch love of France is clear. Every year, from the
population of 16 million, there are more than 3 million
visits to France. More than 2.5 million Dutch travel by
car to France or drive right through to Spain.
It is no longer just the super-rich who buy property
in the popular touring areas of France. Increasing
wealth in the EU means that more ordinary families
can afford a place in the sun - or at least balance
the budget by renting out when they’re not there.
The British have popular TV shows dedicated to the
subject and many northern Europeans chose to retire
in France too preferring the weather, the pace and
French way of rural life.
Increasing road travel abroad means increasing
exposure to foreign road risk. For example, the
Netherlands has the safest roads in the world and in
their holiday visits to France, the Dutch are exposed
to higher road risks than they would face at home.
More than 10% of all the crashes in which Dutch
drivers are involved occur outside the Netherlands.
Surveys by the ANWB in the Netherlands reveal that
their members want to understand more about the
changing risks they face when on French roads - and
know what to avoid or look out for.
Most Belgians say the quality of the roads in France
are better than at home. Nonetheless, two thirds of
all the international calls to Belgium for technical and
medical assistance received by Touring come from
France – and in the summer, 13% of calls relate to
road crashes.
When driving abroad, changing risks on the roads
come from several factors:
• Unsafe behaviour
Courtesy and care from other road users varies. The
frequency of reckless behaviours from local and other
visiting drivers can be very different from home. For
example, unsafe overtaking by others can have
deadly consequences.
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• Tiredness
Long drives can lead to overtiredness. Holdups on
the journey or failure to plan routes and allow sensible
time can lead to drivers "pressing on" and taking risks.
Dutch research suggests that crash frequency spikes
around a 800km ray from a journey's start.
• Holiday madness
Some are tempted to act on holiday in a way
that they never would at home. For example,
abandoning their seatbelt, drinking and driving or
speeding.
• Unfamiliar roads
Road layouts differ across Europe and the local
markings and rules of the road can sometimes be
unfamiliar. The British even have to drive on a different
side of the road which leads to special dangers when
starting off, overtaking or navigating junctions.
• Vehicle safety
If you're driving your own car or hiring a new vehicle,
then most recent models will have a good EuroNCAP
star rating. If you've bought or borrowed an old
vehicle for the holiday then the crash protection
may lack the crumple zones, airbags, ABS, electronic
stability control and other features that save lives.
• Poor infrastructure safety
When things go wrong, the protection standards of
the road infrastructure such as safety fencing or safe
turning bays can mean the difference between life
and death

 “Sometimes tourists can suffer holiday
Sp

madness and do things they would
never do at home – drive after drinking
or drive at reckless speeds.”
ANWB AlarmCentrale”

 “Everyone understands the role of the

emergency services. Our contribution
can be to work with a distressed family
for weeks as all the problems of a crash
far from home are dealt with”
Touring Club of Belgium (TCB)

“Drivers must rest before and during the touring journey. Only
then can they be alert to unfamiliar roads and driving.”
ANWB Alarmcentrale

A tale of two families
A Belgian family
“Rose, Patrick, and their
daughter packed all they
needed for their annual
break including the family
dog. They had a long but
uneventful journey down
to the south of France from
Belgium. A few days into
their holiday they were
beginning to unwind. One
evening the family were
out driving the car in the
balmy summer air. It was
dark when, from nowhere,
a small vehicle shot out in
front of them at a junction.
Their holiday plans were
shattered in the next few
violent seconds.
Rose swerved and braked
hard. Her action almost
certainly saved the life of
the young man driving
the quad bike who had
appeared in front of her.
But she ran out of road
and there was sickening
collision with a tree close to
the road’s edge. After the
sudden impact, there was
a moment’s silence before
everyone asked each other
whether they were alright.
Patrick and her daughter

A Dutch family
were shocked but otherwise
unhurt. Rose had a sharp
pain if she tried to move
her leg. The car was a total
write-off.
The car had no knee level
airbags and Rose’s leg had
been fractured. The young
man driving the quad bike
was helmeted and very
badly shaken. Sitting down
dazed after the accident
the young man could only
say that a garden fence
had blocked his view of the
road in the dark.
Touring arranged for
Rose to be repatriated
by ambulance with her
daughter accompanying
her. Touring then arranged
for Patrick and the dog
to come home by train
after finding a Marseille
vet who could supply a
muzzle because French rail
regulations require one for
dogs over 5kg. The family
were reunited in Belgium:
the holiday was ruined but,
happily, not their lives.”

“It was the first day of the
Regoor family’s holiday in
France. Gerard, Gerry and
their children Annemiek
and Maarten set off early
in the morning with their
car and caravan from the
N etherlands. At around
17.30 they reached the
outskirts of Poitiers where
they choose to follow a
scenic route partly because
more campsites can be
found along this route. They
turned onto a stretch of
road which was very narrow
and it was difficult to see
very far ahead. On the right
side there was a bank that
sloped steeply downwards.
Overtaking was not
prohibited and suddenly a
car overtaking was heading
towards them on their side
of the road. Gerard Regoor
desperately tried to avoid
the oncoming car but he
had no options.
The collision was appalling.
The main impact was on the
driver’s side. The weight of
the caravan added to the

severity of the impact. The
driver of the oncoming car
did not survive the collision.
Gerard was seriously injured
and taken to hospital.
Thankfully, Gerry and the
children were only slightly
injured.
The Regoor family’s car
was built in 2008 and
equipped with crumple
zones and several airbags.
The oncoming car was built
in 1991 and offered far less
protection.
Gerard was hospitalised in
France and he recovered
well. The language barrier
is a major difficulty. ANWB
particularly help ensure
Gerard understands the
medication needed.
And while Gerard is in
hospital, arrange the
family’s accommodation
and transport back to the
Netherlands.
The family survived the crash
but will never forget that
someone else died. ”
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Safe road design

Safe road design
I

n Europe, most road deaths are outside cities. The majority are on busy main
national or regional roads. There are four main ways people die on the roads
and just under a quarter of European road deaths happen in one of four basic
crash types:
- Run-off.

Vehicles running off the road and hitting roadside objects like trees

- Head-on.
- Junctions. Particularly brutal side impacts on rural roads
- Pedestrian and Cyclists. Often hit in or close to villages
Typically, an ordinary kilometre of main road will witness half a dozen deaths and
serious injuries in a decade. Some may witness ten times this number.
In the past safety engineers in leading countries acted mainly reactively and
examined recent crash records to decide which safety schemes to implement.
Increasingly, as obvious 'blackspots' have been eliminated, the crash data has
become an uncertain guide.
In top-performing countries, most deaths do not take place at 'blackspots' but at
sites with known high risks. Now good safety engineers are proactive and focus
systematically on eliminating high risks on busy roads through safe road designs
known to save lives.

Safe Roadsides
Vehicles running off the road and hitting roadside objects like trees
or rolling down steep embankments are a major cause of death.
In France, around 500 people a year die annually striking trees visitors to France pass by the frequent roadside flowers, shrines and
signs which bare witness to this flow of individual tragedies.
Safe roadsides provide adequate space so motorists can recover
without injury (however shaken) from avoiding action or mistakes.
If there is danger close to the roadside like trees, poles or steep
embankments that can't be cleared then safety fencing is
needed. If there is danger close to the roadside like trees, poles or
steep embankments that can't be cleared then safety fencing is
needed. Even new cars are not crash tested to protect occupants
against side impacts with roadside poles and trees at speeds
greater than 29kph.
In Sweden, 75% of roadsides will be brought up to the equivalent of
a minimum 3-star EuroRAP protection standard by 2020 with 100%
to be achieved by 2025. The Dutch Minister has announced a
minimum 3-star EuroRAP standard for Dutch national roads by
2020.

In areas of outstanding natural beauty, vital safety fencing
needs to be provided in harmony with the surroundings.
French safety engineers have achieved this successfully on
many kilometres of Provencal road.
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Safe overtaking
It's not financially or environmentally possible to provide dual
carriageways everywhere. But, with a legal speed limit of
90kph, the closing speeds of vehicles travelling on a single
carriageway are a frequently lethal 180kph. A narrow strip of
paint provides no protection if overtaking maneouvres are
misjudged or a vehicle taking avoiding action swerves into
oncoming traffic.
Busy main roads need regular stretches where it is
unambiguously safe to overtake. The busier the road, the more
frequent these sections need to be. The more HGVs and mixed
traffic, the greater the need for safe overtaking sections. Drivers
like to be told when the next safe overtaking section is due.
A new road design developed in Sweden is being trialled in
several European countries and achieving safety records better
than even motorways. This single carriageway road has
opposing streams separated by a safety fence. Regular
overtaking sections are provided. Sweden's main road system is
being upgraded to this new standard.

Frequent safe overtaking sections are an essential
component of safe road design. This short overtaking
section in Provence has recently been opened.

SAFE JUNCTIONS
Crashes at junctions including acesses account for around a
quarter of European road deaths.
Most vehicles are crash tested to withstand side impacts of only
50kph. They are tested to withstand higher speeds 64kph for
"offset frontal " impacts.
Junctions on high speed roads - such as motoways - are usually
split level with acceleration and deceleration lanes and, if laid
out as they should be, are safe. Well marked turning bays for
left turns are are an essential safety component for any busy
main road. French junction layouts and markings where
provided on new or rehabilitated roads are well respected by
safety engineers.
France has had a major programme replacing priority junctions
with small roundabouts at a rate of about a thousand a year.
The programme, implemented at over 20,000 sites to date, has
slashed deaths and injuries risk from brutal side impacts.

Well designed roundabouts save lives by slowing
vehicles and turning them so that any impact becomes
a glancing blow between two vehicles travelling in
broadly the same diection which can be safely
absorbed if passengers are wearing seat belts.

Safe vehicles
In the 1990s, touring clubs and leading governments in road
safety established independent crash testing of new cars sold
throughout Europe. The EuroNCAP Star Ratings made transparent
the truth about the safety performance of cars offered to
consumers – most achieved only a 2-star standard. The turning
point in European new car safety performance came when
French manufacturers moved decisively in the late 1990s from
resisting EuroNCAP to leading the development of ever safer cars.
Today most new cars on the market achieve a 4 or 5-star rating.
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How we inspected French touring routes

How we inspected
French touring routes
Road inspections

U

sing specially equipped vehicles, software and
trained analysts, EuroRAP undertook detailed road
inspections, focusing on more than 30 different design
features that are known to influence the likelihood of a
crash and its severity. These features include intersection
design, road cross-section and markings, roadside
hazards, footpaths and bicycle lanes.

Star rating
Star Ratings are based on road inspection data and
provide a simple and objective measure of the level of
safety which is ‘built-in’ to the road for car occupants,
motorcyclists, bicyclists and pedestrians. 5-star roads are
the safest while 1-star roads are the least safe.
In this study, we have focused on vehicle occupant
safety on rural roads which account for around two thirds
of all deaths on French roads. (Sécurité routiére, 2008)

The inspection vehicle
The survey vehicle was capable of recording video
images of a road (at intervals of 10 metres) using an
array of cameras aligned to pick up panoramic views
of the road (forward, left side, and right side). The main
forward view was calibrated to allow measurements
such as lane width, shoulder width and distance to
roadside hazards. Inspection vehicles can drive along
the road at almost normal speed while collecting this
information.
Following the completion of the video-based inspection,
each relevant design feature was measured and rated
according to RAP protocols. A rating team undertook
desktop inspections by conducting a virtual drivethrough of the road network, looking at video frames at
100m intervals.
The raters used specialised software to make accurate
measurements of elements such as lane widths, shoulder
widths and distance between the road edge and fixed
hazards, such as trees or poles.
In the 5-star rating scale used, it is rare to achieve 5-stars.
Space has been left in the scale to accomodate future
advances in electronic highway safety systems.
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Three types of touring
Approximately 4,300km of road were examined, in three distinct types of route. The survey sought to represent every kind of
French touring road from mountain roads with tight bends to high speed autoroutes.

Get me to the sun quick
1,362km

My touring holiday
1,548km

My Stay in Provence
1,406km

The inspectors drove the fast route to
the sun most of which is commonly
taken by Belgian, Dutch and British
tourists. They inspected the autoroute
from Brussels to Metz and then took
the A31 down to Lyon, then the A7
to Orange moving onto the A9 to
Perpignan and finally on across the
border to Barcelona.

The Inspectors drove the route taken
by many who enjoy the regional
touring delights of France. From
Brussels, the road goes to Paris and
on to Orleans and the chateau
country through Blois. From Blois it
goes to Poitiers and onto the popular
Dordogne area passing through
Brantome, Perigueux and Bergerac
before going on to Marmande and
Biarritz in the south west. The tour
ends with a journey from Atlantic
to the Mediteranean at Perpignan
travelling briefly on the A64 autoroute
until it hits the D117 regional road. The
Inspectors rated the route from south
to north.

Many wanting to see the area in which
they're staying are surprised by the
local mileage they run up on holiday.
Whether they travel to Provence by
their own car, or by rail or air and hire,
the local touring is a key part of the
holiday.

BRUSSELS

BRUSSELS

BELGIUM

G R E AT B R I TA I N

G R E AT B R I TA I N

The Inspectors looked at the drives
suggested by popular touring guides.
They travelled the pictureque circuit in
the Luberon with its perched mountain
villlages. They travelled around the
coastal region of the Camargue with
its wildlife and the hills behind and took
in routes between Orange, Nimes,
Marseilles and Aix. They travelled
the roads that take in the rivers and
gorges, Roman engineering and
colourful markets.

BELGIUM

GERMANY
PARIS

FRANC E

PARIS

F R A N C E

SWITZERLAND

F R A N C E

LYON
I TA LY

MONTPELLIER

MARSEILLE

BAYONNE
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BARCELONA

SPAIN

PERPIGNAN

M e d i t e r r a n e a n
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The Importance of Speed Limits
Like the EuroNCAP car tests for new cars, EuroRAP rates the safety
of roads based on the injuries which a human body can withstand.
The test speeds used are crucial. In the assessments presented in
this report, the test speeds used are the posted speed limits.
In some countries, traffic law is treated casually and the driven
speeds and speed limits can be very different. In France, however,
speed limits are now widely enforced. This means that a road
section where the authorities recognise dangers and post, for
example, a 60kph speed limit will score more stars than on a similar
section where they do not even though the roads look the same.
EuroRAP safety ratings are informing an increasing, often vigorous,
local debate about high risk roads across Europe: short sections
aside, rural communities normally want safety standards increased
rather than low speed limits over long lengths.
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Star Rating results

Star Rating results
Get me to the sun quick
This route was 1,362km and entirely autoroute. The results for the autoroutes in France are impressive. As the pie chart shows below,
nearly 100% of Get me to the sun quick in France scored 4-stars when examined in successive 3km sections.
There are of course occasional local flaws in the protection provided when the autoroute is examined in detail in100m sections.
But these flaws are not numerous enough to affect the overall rating.
Unlike other countries, we have not inspected the entire French motorway network. However, if the results for the sections we
have inspected in this report were representative of French autoroutes generally, then they would have an impressive standard of
consistency. In particular, the autoroute inspected does not have the variations in standards of run-off protection and junctions
seen in countries like Britain, Germany and Spain. Junction spacing is also less frequent than Britain or Netherlands. Infrequent
junctions mean more stretches with low risks and this further increases safety performance.
The 237km section of Belgian and Luxembourg motorway from Brussels to the French border scored over 75% 4- or 5-star and is
more typical of the variation seen in other countries. The more modern section of motorway from the Spanish border to Barcelona
was also very good, over 90% at 4- to 5-star level, and reflects the much higher safety standards of Spanish motorways built in
recent years.
EuroRAP has yet to do Risk Mapping in France to its international standard so the links can be shown between high safety rating
for infrastructure safety and low death and serious injury rates. The comparative data on French autoroute safety published by
government organisations in France, Britain and Germany is too variable to draw conclusions ( estimates vary by as much as 50%).
However, the French government estimate that autoroutes carry nearly a quarter of all French traffic (23%) but 6% of the deaths.
(Sécurité routiére, 2007)

5 Star

3 Star

4 Star
2.5%

0.5%

97%

France - Total network distribution
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2 Star

22%

1 Star

78%

Belgium and Luxembourg - Total network distribution

My Touring Holiday
In contrast to the high and consistent safety rating for French autoroutes inspected, the safety of the 1,548 km of roads
inspected on the My touring holiday route vary greatly and are very different.
The type of roads being travelled on are more mixed. Much mileage, not least the long straight roads, owes more to the
Romans than highway engineers of the last century. The origin of the tree lined allées are also attributed to Italy and
the renaissance in the early 16th century.
The routes travelled were all important regional links. The roads were either national roads, or national roads which have
been passed to the Departments within the last decade or important regional links.
The roads on the route inspected are mostly single carriageways (1,070km). These single carriageways have a large
variation in their character and there is rightly considerable variation in permitted speed (37% with speeds below 90kph,
22% below 70kph). Around 256km of the route is dual carriageway. Autoroute, mainly on the route into Bayonne,
accounted for 222km of the route.
As the pie charts below show, a third of the network was rated 4- or 5-star and almost all was autoroute or high quality
dual carriageway.
Looking just at the single carriageway network travelled, just under one third was 3-star or better. Some 14% was rated
1-star meaning an exposure on 150km of route to high risks.
The dual carriageway length travelled was not extensive but 75% of the dual carriageway travelled rated 4- or 5-star.
Lack of run-off protection was overwhelmingly the reason that dual carriageways failed to score 4-star but there were
occasional problems with junction layouts.
The map on the next page shows the Star Rating, mapped 3km stretch by stretch, that EuroRAP assessed for Get me to
the sun quick and My touring holiday.
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My Stay in Provence [approx 1,500km]
Of the 1,406km of route inspected in Provence, only 185km was dual carriageway. More than 1,200km of single carriageway was
inspected.
Around two-thirds of the dual carriageway rated at 4-stars [with deficiencies in run-off protection being the main reason for
dropping a star.]
The scenic network inspected was often visually stunning with obvious environmental constraints. There were mountain roads
and many restricted opportunities for safe overtaking. The results show (see pie charts) that the network has much the same
proportion of very high risk 1-star roads at 13% as My touring holiday. But the proportion of 2-star roads was higher at 42%. This
means half of all travel on My stay in provence is below 3-star level.
Looking specifically at the single carriageways only, nearly two thirds rate less than 3-star. Where the ratings are higher than 2-star,
this has often been achieved by lowering the speed limits. For example, there are significant sections in the twisting and turning
mountainous areas which are rated 3-star because the speed limit has been lowered to 70kph to manage the risks. Overall,
some 60% of the single carriageway network had a speed limit of less than 90kph, and 25% was less than 70kph.
Conventional single carriageway roads have an ever present risk of head-on collisions and there was little special protection (just
5%) on the network inspected.
There is use throughout Provence of safety fence to provide run-off protection, sometimes with specific protection added for
motorcyclists. Looking very specifically at run-off protection for single carriageways on roads with a full 90kph speed limit, only
25% of sections were found with better than 2-star run-off protection.



How do Star Rating and Road Deaths compare?
As a rule of thumb, studies in other countries suggest that
the death and serious injury rate doubles each time a star is
lost. The closest correlations found are between individual
crash types, for example between a low score for run-off
protection and more run-off crashes with fatal and serious
consequences. These studies need to examine large
numbers of road sections and are hampered because,
except in special in-depth crash investigations carried out
in Sweden, the crash records do not record the detail of the
infrastructure and the crash in a consistent way.
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Performance tracking
Performance tracking
Governments and funding agencies can benefit from measuring and reporting on the road safety outcomes of their
investments. Star Ratings and Risk Maps provide objective measures that can be used to track road safety performance and
establish policy positions.
In Great Britain, for example, EuroRAP Risk Maps have been used to demonstrate how a significant reduction in high risk primary
routes has been achieved between 1997 and 2006 (see chart below): in the coming decade performance tracking is being
extended to cover the 10% of network where 50% of deaths occur. In the Netherlands, the government has committed to
eliminating national roads less than 3-star; performance in eliminating 1- and 2-star roads will be tracked.
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Conclusions
T

he safety of French roads is significant at a European scale.
Firstly, road death and trauma touches the lives of the
French nation and diminishes its quality of life and standard of
living. Secondly, tourism is a major industry for France and there
is the need to care for more than 20 million northern European
visitors annually.
In the last decade, more than 60,000 people have lost their
lives on French roads (Eurostat,2010). Around one third of a
million have suffered very serious injury and disability. France
loses 2% of GDP in crashes.
This report records a number of the successes of recent French
policy – for example, in achieving high rates of seat belt
wearing; in curbing the amount of reckless speeding; and the
French motor industry’s commitment to safer motor vehicles
with high EuroNCAP scores. The report also records innovative
road safety engineering on busy national and regional roads
such as the programme of roundabouts.
The report records the challenges France still faces in
tackling drinking and driving and the number of deaths on
motorcycles.
With these first independent inspections of French roads, the
report also records the highest and most consistent scores
in Europe yet for autoroute safety. If the sample of roads
inspected are representative of all autoroutes, then they help
quantify why – despite the quarter of all mileage travelled on
high speed French autoroutes – deaths account for around 5%
of the French total (Sécurité routiére, 2007). The safety standard
of French autoroutes is a major achievement.
The inspection results also show that off the high quality
autoroute network, despite many examples of excellent safety
engineering, performance is not strong. The majority of French
road deaths take place on a network of busy national and
regional roads. This report suggests that between half and
two-thirds of the network has less than a EuroRAP 3-star rating.
The special challenge for France is the size of the country. Busy
high and higher risk routes need to be addressed. The network
on which French deaths are concentrated appears to be at
least twice are long as found in the more densely populated
countries as to the north. France’s regional network alone is
377,000km long.
In 2011, the world begins the UN Decade of Action for Road
Safety to address the 1.2 million people lost annually on
the roads. Top performing nations are making transparent
pledges to improve the safety of their infrastructure. The
Dutch government has pledged to remove roads less than
3-star from their national network during the decade. The
Swedes will raise run-off and head-on protection to a minimum
3-star on 75% of the network by 2020. The British government
will help make transparent EuroRAP measurement of safety
performance throughout the 50,000km of national and local
authority road where 50% of deaths occur. And so on.
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Deaths on French roads outside urban areas are concentrated
on national and busy regional roads. Responsibility for much
of the former national road network has now been delegated
to the Departments. Very often these roads are amongst the
trickiest on which to manage safety. As elsewhere in Europe,
budgets can be set by decision makers without information on
the life and death consequences of failing to devote enough
to maintenance and safety - or understanding the high returns
available from investment in safe road design.
This report has provided fresh insights into safety on French
roads in a form that tens of millions of citizens across Europe
can use and compare with the safety of roads in their own
country. It suggest around 15% of busy roads commonly used
by travellers from inside and outside France are achieving just
1-star.
The rate of deaths per capita (per head of population) on
French roads are more than 50% greater than top performing
neighbours. Deaths can continue to be brought down rapidly
with action on the ‘silver bullets’ – seat belts, speeding, drinkdriving, vehicle engineering and road engineering. France
has the clear need because of its larger size to deploy its
substantial skills in safe road engineering at a much faster rate
on busy national and regional routes. The social and economic
case for doing so is overwhelming.

“In the last decade, more than 60,000 have
been killed on French roads”

“ The RN7... has eliminated more motorists
over the years than is comfortable to think
about as one waits for gaps in the traffic”,
A Year in Provence, Peter Mayle, 1988
“We must act on road violence”, President
of the French Republic, 2002
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Safe road design in practice

Safe road design in practice
Striking trees

500 people died on French roads in 2008 striking trees. Utilitarian barriers (left) save lives but there are plenty of barrier types
available that are also in harmony with their surroundings (right).

SAFE OVERTAKING

Safe road design nudges drivers to wait for the safe
overtaking opportunity with advance information signs.

BUSY MAIN ROADS can be made safe

30
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safe motorways

Despite taking 25% of all traffic, only 5% of French road
deaths are on autoroutes with their highly consistent 4-star
safety rating. Other countries are less consistant

4- star and 5-star roads with consistently safe overtaking, safe
run-off protection and safe junctions are needed urgently on
all busy main roads. Adding safety equipment is affordable
with high returns not just in lives saved – road crashes bleed
away 2% of GDP annually, half typically concentrated on 10%
of the network. Sweden and the Netherlands have begun
targeting minimum safety levels at the 3-star standard.
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Over 20 million visitors from northern Europe visit
and drive in France each year, drawn by the
sun, beaches, countryside, history and food. The
French way of life is a draw not just to visitors,
some 90% of the French holiday at home.
But 60,000 people have been killed on French
roads in the last decade alone. How safe is the
touring driver? What and where are the risks for
the foreign driver when the risks driving abroad
can be much higher than at home?
The report compares key risk factors such
as alcohol, seatbelt wearing, and speeding
between France and its immediate neighbours.
It tracks major improvements in French road
deaths within the last decade but shows that
France still has a death rate more than 50%
higher than three of her neighbours.
This report uniquely contains the first ever
independent inspections of the safety of French
road infrastructure. Over 4,000kms of popular
touring route has been inspected and star rated
for safety - Get me to the sun quick, My touring
holiday and My stay in Provence .
French road engineers have much to be proud
of - the sample of French autoroutes inspected
by EuroRAP has the most consistently high
standard of safety yet measured anywhere in
Europe. The programme of roundabouts, safety
fences, safe overtaking stretches and safe
junction layouts is evident and often innovative.
The report however shows how the challenge
for France is the size of the country and the
length of the busy main network that still urgently
needs a safety makeover. The sample of roads
inspected in this report show that around 15% of
the network wins only a single star for safety builtin to the road.
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